The Dream and the Journey

In honor of the dream and the journey of the
Sisters of Mercy of the Holy Cross

The Dream and the Journey, how sweetly entwine!
Like the leaves and the tendrils of a flowering vine
Drawing wisdom from rain and the kiss of the sun
The Dream and the Journey go on.

We were called to this place, from a home far away,
The Cross as the center still calls us today
We look round and see just how far we have come
Giving thanks for the work that was done

This road was not meant for the soft or the faint
But with God and for God we can do many things.
Finding strength in the joys and challenges here.
Meeting needs of the time without fear

The Dream and the Journey have taken their toll
We remember with love their names and their soul,
We honor our Sisters and Brothers gone home
As the Dream and the Journey live on.

The Dream and the Journey, how sweetly entwine!
Like the leaves and the tendrils of a sacred old vine
Giving thanks for the rain as we grow toward the Son
The Dream and the Journey go on.
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